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In her LIONS Live film, Unity's Elizabeth 
Baron discussed how to take control of 
developing your creative career.

Use this summary as an ongoing tool to 
help you reflect on the advice given, and 
review the best-in-practice examples to 
help you apply this guidance in practice. 
Find additional notes on further reading at 
the end of this summary that will help you 
improve your knowledge and technique 
in this area.

You can watch Elizabeth’s film in full here.
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Elizabeth relays practical tips on how to future-proof 
your career and navigate your way through the 
technical ecosystem. Drawing on her experience 
deploying an industry-first immersive technology, you 
can draw parallels and discover how to build the 
courage to ask “why?”, how to grow through listening 
and how to ensure your success is team success.

Elizabeth details how to develop holistic and strategic 
processes that connect people both personally and 
scientifically to data representing your product. She 
shows through positive leadership, in many cases the 
methods and technology are here, now, and ready for 
teams to take advantage of.

Supercharging your 
Creative Career

For technical creatives working to achieve valuable and 
lasting efficiencies, Elizabeth demonstrates how your 
greatest achievement can be realised by overcoming 
the biggest obstacles in your career. She reveals a 
systemic approach for introducing technical 
capabilities that free the artist and scientist in each 
person, to produce a productive culture change in an 
enterprise. Elizabeth advocates for shared success, 
and challenges us to consider the interconnectedness 
in an enterprise. She demonstrates the value of 
technology for cross-functional communication and 
collaboration, freeing teams from functional isolation.

Why do you
need this skill?
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Top Tips on 
Supercharging 
your Creative 
Career
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Go from exotic to ordinary. Create value that provides 
amazing efficiencies, and is so natural and so 
completely integrated with the product development 
processes that it makes new (exotic) technology seem 
second nature. Render your co-worker’s lives better 
through your contributions. And remember innovation 
is not a lightbulb moment but calls for deep 
understanding acquired over time. Apply knowledge, 
course correct, improve over time. Determine real 
benefits and ROI; show examples to teams and 
communicate successes.

HOW TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CAREER

Tackle a problem that you know needs a solution. 
Find something in your organisation that is a persistent 
issue, that is really tough to solve with the standard 
practices that are used currently. Then apply some 
form of XR to that problem and show the benefits that 
the team is realising. Teams will communicate how the 
XR platform is uniquely suited to deeply understand 
multidimensional problems and collaborate effectively 
between the different disciplines. The value of 
representing information in context, for 
cross-functional holistic communication will 
become apparent.

Continue to address problems on a case-by-case basis 
for a period, and then build up a library of related cases 
that you can start consolidating in your enterprise to 
provide cross-functional immersive capabilities. The 
enterprise will appreciate the contextual understanding 
of the interconnectedness 
of functions. 

NAVIGATE YOUR WAY IN THE 
IMMERSIVE REALITIES ECOSYSTEM
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Be curious about the workings and processes of your 
company. Have courage to question when something 
doesn’t make sense. Examine inefficiencies without 
attribution to how the perceived inefficiency came to 
be. Initially, accept the status, quo and question why 
but do not assume at first you have a better method. 
Be a keen observer, study how teams work, perform 
evaluative research to know why they do what they 
do. Always have respect for the knowledge of the 
experts you are privileged to engage with. Be 
collaborative, ask for their advice and input on 
potential solutions. This will lead to further questions, 
and a better solution will result!

DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN BUILD
THE COURAGE TO ASK “WHY”

Ask teams what they need. Apply the data you have 
collected in an organised method to reveal the truth. 
Be sure to ask, listen and observe how teams work. 
Realise that it is a universal truth that people are social. 
And immersion is social. It allows us to amplify 
meaningful communications, and you can create 
infinitely scalable, connected spaces where all can 
relate to the product. 

Listen to the experts, they're masters in their own 
discipline. Create a connected experience from 
listening to multiple voices, and you will provide an 
interconnected experience where everyone has a 
voice. Everyone's function can be properly represented 
in context. Listen to how the story unfolds and allow 
really complex stories to be told amongst these 
multidisciplinary teams in a way that's like no other 
form of communication.

HOW TO GROW
THROUGH LISTENING
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Trust in yourself that you are equipped to succeed. If 
you believe you are on the right path and have facts 
and data on your side, you don’t need every detail 
solved to proceed. Have faith in your approach and 
continue. Make corrections when they are warranted 
and get the job done.

Trust in yourself and trust your team. Lead and listen 
when they ask why, respecting all views. Share in 
success and acknowledge your teammates’ 
contributions. Elevate them and be their biggest 
advocate. Create collective success with those in
your company who use the innovations you
are developing.

Recognise that no one works alone. I was honoured to 
collaborate with a lot of really smart people. We made 
things happen, trusted each other, and cared for each 
other. We had good times and rough times, but we 
focused on the end result. As a leader, ensure your 
team is committed to success, embrace challenges as 
they come, and find the best way forward. 

HOW TO ENSURE YOUR SUCCESS
IS TEAM SUCCESS

Learn how Unity Forma enables the use of immersive 
realities to accelerate product marketing here.

FURTHER READING
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